
Wednesday 24th June
LO: To use capacity and volume

Do Now

Something we learnt 

previously:

Something we learnt 

last unit:

Something we are 

learning now:

Longer or shorter

a. Can you draw me a longer 

ribbon in green?

b. Can you draw me a shorter 

ribbon in yellow?

Counting in 10’s

If I have 3 pots of flowers and 

each pot has 10 flowers in it, 

how many flowers do I have 

altogether? Can you show me 

the calculation you would use 

for this question?

Empty or full

a. Are these empty or full?

b. Are these empty or full?

Here is the video link to help you if you can access it . 

https://vimeo.com/420581017

https://vimeo.com/420581017


I do: 
When we talk about capacity and volume we look at how 

much liquid is in the object.

I can see both glasses contain liquid. 

I can see the first glass isn’t quite full therefore I would describe it as 

ALMOST FULL.

I can see the second glass isn’t quite empty yet, therefore I would 

describe it as ALMOST EMPTY.



You do: Can you describe the 
glasses to me? 



I do: Show the volume in each 
glass.

For me to workout how much liquid to put in I need to read both statements. 

If A has been than C and C has more than B I know A contains the most. I also know 

that B must contain the least liquid. 



You do: Can you show the 
volume in each glass? 

A has less than B.

C has more than B.



I do: 

.

I can see that cup A is 

half full. 

I can see that cup B is 

almost full. 

I can see there is more 

liquid in cup B.

I can see there is less 

liquid in cup A



You do: 

.



Plenary: Write the cups in order 
from empty to full.  


